ANGELS OF
ATLANTIS READING
Joanne Lewis-Plimmer meets the exceptionally talented healer
Stewart Pearce for an Angels of Atlantis card reading and sound healing

D

espite being a minute
or two late and
therefore rushing to
the appointment for
my reading, I was
immediately calmed by
the wonderful atmosphere inside Stewart’s
spacious front room where the sunlight
coming through the huge windows was
complemented by flickering white candles
and the fragrance of incense. Beautiful soft
music played as we took seats facing each
other for a consultation and guidance.
Stewart has huge presence and is very
warm and nurturing. He acts as a mirror
to your concerns during the consultation
and gets firmly but lovingly to the point
with kindness and razor-sharp perception,
often myth-busting what we believe as
truth in a certain situation and enabling
us to see the real truth with a calm
acceptance (sometimes we aren’t truly
aware of what we say and what we really
mean). This is certainly a pit-fall of mine
and Stewart helped me to gain a clarity
that was quite astounding as clearly I was
living in fear. A true ‘mirror’ without ego
like Stewart is a rare thing indeed.

Life changes

Now that a major life change was coming
for me, I wanted to request the help of the
angels to chart a path between building
on my successes in the job that I love and
expanding it to the point where it would
be a natural step to take it to a new level
in the future, whilst including the man
with whom I’ve been in a long-distance
relationship for ten years in another
country. A tall order? Maybe not as Stewart
believes that we manifest our destiny.
Stewart asked me to hold the deck
and I was struck by the beauty of the

Angels of
Atlantis cards

artwork and depth of the colours; they
seemed almost to vibrate with deep,
tangible energy to such an extent that I was
reluctant to put them down.
I was asked to shuffle the cards and
to use my breath to put my intention and
wishes into them to negotiate a true path
and be freed from any time-wasting illusion
in any area of my life.
I was then asked to pick one card at
a time and Stewart explained its entire
significance to me, reading from the
accompanying booklet to expand on the
meaning and let it all gel with my situation.
The accuracy was unquestionably beyond
other readings I have had or cards I had
previously used myself.

Trusting oneself

Trust and Faith were strong messages and
certainly both these qualities have been
lacking in me of late; trust in myself, in
others and their agendas and also trust in
the Universe and the Divine plan.
This major event was quite sudden

and is happening at the same time that
emotional upheavals and health issues
with my mother are seemingly coming to
a head. I was very afraid of this situation
with my mother compromising my future
plans because of limited weekday time
to spend with her. She is constantly
informing me that I never do enough, yet I
do all I can.
I watch her isolate family, friends and
the professionals paid to perform care
tasks in her own home and, as the reading
continued, this led on to the theme of not
being so hard on myself, of giving myself
a break and that abundance would flow
with developing my job, enabling care for
her and manifesting my future. The next
group of cards were to instil a sense of
grace and balance along with intention
and integrity.
The reading made answers much
clearer as the patterns emerged and
I felt considerably calmer afterwards.
The beautiful, resonant, sound healing
Stewart performed with his voice before
we parted company was incredible.
It was the perfect finish to a unique
experience and in all my years as a
member of various choirs I’ve never heard
a sound so pure and so far-reaching.
The reading proved prophetic. I can
highly recommend a reading with Stewart
and I will certainly be using my deck a lot
more from now on too. ks

Find out more
Visit www.theangelsofatlantis.
com/angels or email stewart@
thealchemyofvoice.com to find out
more about booking a reading or
healing with him.

kindred spirit
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